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About This Game

Lover Bands is a 2-player cooperative platform game where you are tied together by a bond of souls. Work together to collect
gems, avoid enemies, and jump into the black hole before the timer runs out!

Find a friend, drag them to your couch, grab a wireless keyboard, and start mashin' away! Don't hate each other too hard.
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love bands silver. bands like loverboy. love bands online. love bands for engagement. lover bands. lover bands steam. love bands
for him. love bands tanishq. lover bands names. bands for lover. love bands cartier. love bands eyes. love bands gold. bands
lover boy. love bands gold price

Would fap again. I've played many of the "Choice of Games" and this one is one of my favorites. It's short and sweet and does
the western theme well. I felt satisfied with all of my choices and all the characters were quite entertaining.. A very clever game
with clever puzzles. I enjoyed myself~ If you like RPG Maker Games and are looking for one to sit through for about two
hours, it's perfect for you to try. Also, the game designers put in a little humor here and there~. I tried to write a review for this
title a few days ago when I got it, and was unable to. I only wish Steam fixes this problem in the future so others can see the
reviews of horrible games like this, before they pay for them.

Since it is too late for me, I want everyone else to know that this game is actually the worst I have ever played.

  It is not a point and click adventure as the story goes on without your input.

  The story doesn't have a clear end, as the man will always come back to the store, but seemingly for the first time, even if the
layout is a bit different.

  The stories told by the shopkeeper are also confusing. The main character of his story is obviously not the man in the shop, and
yet the story seems to outline what will happen to the man upon returning to speak to his mother in law and looks exactly like
the man in the shop.

  Also nothing in the story the shopkeeper tells has anything to do with the actual artifact the man is asking about, or not asking
about, depending on if you just let the game play itself or not.

In short: if this game were free, I would still not want it in my Steam library, because it would remind me of the time I wasted
on it.. After a short play of the demo, i knew this game was for me. It's an excellent puzzle type game with fun graphics and
good music.. This game is a piece of art. It's an experience, and, as long as you don't risk starvation through poverty, it is worth a
lot more than the small amount of money it asks of you.

Everyone should play this. Everyone should build an opinion about what the game tries to convey.

. WOT A WASTE OF MONEY THE WORST GAME IVE EVER PLAYED I WANT MY MONEY BACK. 2 months later
Edit: still no fixes to the game, it's in a bundle now though so more people can buy this broken and terrible game

Edit: the dev responded to my review and actually seems to care (unlike with most games), so my opinions expressed below may
change if they update the game, if so I will re-play the game again and update my review

I'm really not sure what I was expecting from this, a very bad ripoff I guess.
yet I was still let down.
it controls horribly, almost unplayable with a mouse (the only control option on pc)
it has built in advertisements for games on the app store
just terrible, I really hope nobody else buys this
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This game is infuriating. The first two words were fun. World 3 (Spooky) was where the game went straight down and changed
from fun to frustrating, then straight to rage-inducing. Simply put, these levels stopped being about skill and became about luck.
Luck will determine how objects bounce around (two identical plays may yield two different bounce patterns, even how objects
fall and bounce when you hit the play button), and luck will determine whether or not the inflatable elephants will help you or
fight against you (especially at the end of level 11).

Spooky level 12 is not only about luck, but also about dexterity. You have to keep rapidly clicking the mouse button on different
parts of the screen. This is not fun. This is not a puzzle. This is about reflexes and physical dexterity, not mental dexterity.

Since this game is mostly about luck (not logic or skill), I cannot recommend it.. Kinda weaksauce... Concidering I have to pay
for Goku Black.. I was immediately interested after all the comparisons to Jones in the Fast Lane and yup... if you are a fan of
that classic digital board game, this will most certainly scratch that itch thats been waiting almost 2 decades for a follow-up!
Excellent, excellent game.. Not that great. I have no idea when a match is going to end... And I can just spam tanks and win.. I
have not completed the game yet, but for 71 cents this game is very impressive. I like the story line so far and the is slight
strategy with your characters. I like the colors that were used for this game and the drawing may be simple but I like them.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=LLfo9CmYsT8. Really needs some more fluffing out, online co-op, and some balancing
but controls are very crisp and runs very smoothlly.
Fun to play for a bit, but needs more incentive to keep going other than maxing out your chassis.
Story would go a ways.
More differentiation between mech chassis as well would help, top incentivize use.. An overall really charming game, though
short and sweet.
Great alone, great with friends, this beautifully put together game is definitely worth a play. Great artwork, good soundtrack,
and lots a funny encounters.

It is a short game, only taking about 10 minutes to complete, but every time I have introduced it to a new friend they have
ALWAYS enjoyed it and we usually end up playing it a few times. It's a great short game for up to 4 people.

Since there are only so many encounters there isn't a ton of replay ability, but even having experienced everything it's still an
enjoyable play, probably one of my favorites... It had its day, but the game is very buggy.
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